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Note: All listed resources are available from the “Databases A to Z” button on the WMU Libraries home page (www.wmich.edu/library)

1. Identifying journals in your field for possible publication
   a. Ulrichs Global Serials Directory
   b. Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities

2. Journal impact factors
   a. Journal Citation Reports
      i. Impact Factor
      ii. Immediacy Index
   b. Google Scholar metrics

3. Tracking citations for individual authors or works
   a. Scopus
      i. Citation Tracker
      ii. Author Evaluator Report
      iii. Cited reference search
   b. Web of Science
      i. Citation Report
   c. Google Scholar

4. Creating alerts for ongoing updates
   a. Scopus
   b. Google Scholar
   c. A few other databases offer this feature. Check your favorites to see if there is an option for setting up e-mail alerts or RSS feeds.
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